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i. INTRODUCTION
The ?urpose of this report is to sun,narlze the results of
various investigations which were made of the l,ropose0 AAI'
missions given in the NASA "Guidelines for Payload Integration -
Phase D Proposal" (Revision A dated 7 March 1967). The investi-
gations were made to assess the gross feasibility of performin!,.
the missions as presented in the proposal guidelines.
General mission plans and analysis ground rules for each
mission, of MSFC integration responsibilitz, were prepared.
Specific system requirements for each mission were tabulated
and compared with the capability of existing carriers and equip-
ment assigned to the mission or flight. Mismatches in the capa-
bility versus the requirements were tentatively solved by adding
or deleting "type" equipment. The analysis was terminated with
the preparation of weight statements, inboard profiles, and docB-
mentation of what specific problems would have to be solved in
order to achieve mission feasibility.
A gross program level estimate of the capability of existing
GSE and facilities to support these AAP missions was also made.
The succeeding sections of this report contain conclusions
and recou_uendations resulting from the analysis; a brief descrip-
tion of considered mi._:sion carriers/vehicles; and the analysis
sttmmary of the missions incluJing weight statements, profiles,
and significant l_roblems.
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2. CONCLUSIONS
The missions considered by this report are thought to be
feasible when the probl_is identified by the report have been
resolved.
Table 2.1 presents a summary of the analyze¢l missions for
the resultant performance parameter of weight. The following
conclusions stmunarize the feasibility assessment for each of
the type missions covered by the report.
2.1 Low Earth Orbit Missions (See Paragraphs 5.6, 6.6) -
Most of the low earth orbit missions must solve the problem of
insufficient boost capability for the desired payloads. This
excessive weight problem can be resolved by any or a combination
of the following means:
a, Increased booster capability.
b. Lower orbital requirements when consistent with
experiment and operational requirements.
c. Selection of more weight advantageous system hard-
ware or developnent of new systems, along the same
guidelines, for follow-on missions.
d. Optimization and development of experiment equip-
ment commonality where applicable,
e. Selection and development of a more efficient
nleans for life support commodity and resupply storage,
especially for the longer duration missions.
f. Reassignment of non-flight critical mission com-
[_onents to mission flights with positive payload
_,largins.
The l?robl_1 of equipment qualification for life exten-
sion consistent with the expected low earth orbit environments
_lust be solved if mission success is to be realized.
Much further anelysis must be accomplished to fully
assess the ability of the crews to perform the pgsnned missions.
This analysis, coupled with additional crew safety considerations,
will undoubtedly increase equipment and performance requirements
beyond those presently identified.
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Methods for elimination of crew motion, contaminatiotl,
and thermal effects on experiment performance must l)e devised.
Enviro_nental hazards to the crew and mission systems mtlst l)e
eliminated by them_al, radiation, and meteoroid protection desi_._
reevaluation and possible redesign.
2.2 Synchronous Orbit Missions (See Paragraph 7.6) - The
ability to t,lace the desired mission payloads in proper orbit
does not appear to be a significant t)roblem at this time. The
protection of the crew, systems, and experiments from the deep
space envirorm_ents, including trapped radiation and solar flare
appear to be the significant problems which must be overcome to
achieve mission success.
Optimization of the mission payload to obtain the most
value from the mission systems and equipment has not been achieved
for these missions in terms of time and payload usage.
System life, from the standpoint of prelaunch operation,
flight operation, and expected reactivation requirements, must
be extended beyond that presently known in almost all areas.
The problens mentioned in paragraph 2.1, with the ex-
ception of weight, are also applicable to the synchronous orbit
missions.
2.3 Lunar Landing Missions (She ltgr) (See Paragraph 8.6) -
The ability to land the required operational and ex: erimental
equi_ment for these missions with the existing scheme is one of
the significant mission problems. Landing site locations must
be selected before much further analysis along these lines can
effectively lJroceed.
Optimization of the mission configuration can b_
achieved when the manned mission portion time of perfo_mlce is
determined. Realignment of the shelter thermal system sizing
and arrangement must be updated to reflect increasing manned
phase operational requirements.
The ability of the crew to perform the required opera-
tions, using presently kno_1 equipment and procedures, is severly
taxed and must be revised and realigned by further analysis, The
method of RTG integration and operation during the mission must
be dete_nined.
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Optimi:_'ation of selection and return, to earth, of
the _;cientific payload as a requirement must be acco_w,,li:;hed.
2.4 Ground-Outfitted Workshop Low Earth Orbit Missions -
These missions have the _s'ame problems discussed for low earth
orbit u_issions (Paragraph 2.1) except that the boost capability
exceeds the i_resent [,ayload weight requirements. Much additional
analysis is required to better approximate the MMWS requirements
for the total mission duration. Optimization of experiment I,ay-
load has not yet been approached.
Life support and other c0n_nodity storage for the mis-
sion duration is a significant problem which must be resolved.
2.5 Voyager - This mission, using the present ground rules,
does not present significant probl_,_s to an integrating contrac-
tor. The significant mission probl_ns wb.ich exist for this
mission are not detailed as a portion of this report.
2.6 Facilities & GSE - The AAP is a dynmnie program in the
sense that it is undergoing a continual process of development
as the concepts of individual flights and missions are being
evolved. Because of this, facility and GSE requirements will
likewise undergo a continual evolution to meet the cha_ging
need. Within the current framework of AAP definition, however,
the incor[_oration of the facility requirements needed to support
the flights i through 4 payload integration and prelaunch activi-
ties will have ;_rovided the great bulk of these smue require_uents
needed for the continuing AAP, flights f: throu_h 37. Areas of
concern involve additions, rearrangemeuts and ,_odifications to
the utili_:ation of space, equil,ment , utilities, commodities,
technical support laboratories, industrial su[_port areas, etc.
Since the AAP is to make maximum use of the Apollo su_,port
facilities and GSE, an additional important element is the
schedule impact upon utilization of all facilities. The nature
of additional requirements upon the support facilities of specific
locations is delineated briefly in the following paragraphs.
2.6.1 Marshall S2ace Flight Center - Expansion of the Pay-
load Integration Facility (PIF) and supporting test areas is re-
quired for accommodating the LM and LM derivatives, LM/ATM/
Project Thermo, LM/LSSM and MMWSo
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2.6.2 Kennedy Space Center
a. Relatively ,_inor modifications oE work an(I In-
te,,_ration areas and exi_eriment accommodation areas
are required' in the MSOB and in some su]_porting
technical laboratories and test facilities in the
Industrial Area to support LMSS, Project Themno,
fuel cells, RTG and new experiments.
b. Incorporate work area and test support facilities
in the VAB low bay area for the MMWS and associated
syst_is and GSE.
c. Incorporate s apport provisions in the Saturn V
high bay area of the VAB for checkout of AAP
carriers and experiments which are not included in
basic Apollo configurations. Major involvenent
concerns sL,ace, power and commodities for checkout
and servicing GSE, none of which are expected to
make extensive demands upon existing provisions.
d. The support l,rovisions of LC-34 and LC-37B
substantially satisfy the requir_uents of the continu-
ing AAI' with minor modifications of space, power and
commodities utilization if subsequent Saturn IB
spazecraft configurations reuain oriented to the
launch complex in the smne manner as for flights
] through 4. If schedule limitations should i_revent
this, duplicate supporting facilities and GSE would
be needed on LC-34 and LC-37B.
e, Launch Complex 39 requires modification of sup-
porting facilities and GSE to provide cryogenic
liquid and gaseous servicing, venting capability,
electrical power, controls and instrtm_entation,
environmental control, etc., for sul_port of servic-
ing and checkout GSE for the carriers and experiments
which are AAP delta beyond Apollo configurations.
f. The extent of the servicing and test support re-
quirements whlch the Interplanetary Flight Module
(IFM) will demand of the Saturn V facilities and GSE
is not established. Details will evolve from con-
tinuing examination and analysis of the developing
interface definitions.
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2.6.3 Mission Support Facilities- The expansion of mission
su_;port facilities and GSE (MCC-K, MCC-_I, HOSC, MSFN, MSCC, re-
covery £acilitiesp etc.) to handle the requireme_ts of AAI'
flights i through 4 should substantially satisfy the requirenents
of the continuing ATIP flights. Minor modifications may be needed
to support the unique requir_ents of s_ne carriers and experi-
,_lents.
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3. ANALYSIS APPROACH
3,1 Objectives - The objective of the analysis sections of
thi_ report is to generate sufficient data by integratin_ experi-
_lents into the ,_lissions beyond flight 4 so that exl)erhlent sub-
system ,_ismatches and major problem areas are defined. This
analysis a!,:o recom,_:ends AAP subsystem add-on ,_,odu!es which can
coupensate for the mismatches caused by integratlnI_ experiments
and other requirements into the various AAP carriers.
3.2 Method of Analysis - The following al,proach was used
for the analysis contained in this report:
3.2.1 The NASA proposed ex[>eriJnents were analyzec] to de-
tem_ine their requirements an] characteristics. The experin,ents
• Cr Iwere asslone¢L to locations (flights) within the apl_licable
mission.
3.2.2 A matrix (Smnmarized in Table 2.1) was prepared
which allocated baseline carriers to the various flights which
best satisfied NASA's "Guidelines for Apollo Applications Payload
Integration Phase D Proposals".
3°2.3 The support requirements for each of the experiments
for a particular vehicle and mission were determined.
3.2.4 The mission plans_ defined in the General DRMD-
ED-2001, were used to determine the mission ground rules and
operational requirements.
3.2.5 The operational and experiment requir_lents were in-
tegrated to detemnine the total mission requir_llents.
3.2.6 An assess_ent of the _,_ission assigned i)aseliL1e
c_rrier capability, in terms of the major systems, was made
a:_(_tabulated.
3.2.7 A "shopping list" of existing, developed, and quali-
fied components and systems was prepared as a source for system
add-ons.
3.2.8 The total mission requirements were compared to the
baseline carrier system capabilities. This comparison resulted
in syst_ mismatches, predicated upon the assessed mission re-
quirements.
DENVER DIVISION
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3.2.9 The mismatches were analyzed on a system level to
select the most likely add-o_1 modules (shopping list) which
could satisfy the requirements/capability mismatch.
3.2.10 Weight statements and inboard profiles were Frepared
to su_narize the analysis.
3.2.11 Significant problems, discovered in the course of
each mission analysis, were defined in terms of perfor,Hance and
environment.
3.3 General Ground Rules
3.3.1 The baseline carrier configurations for this study
will be as generally described in Section 4 of this report.
3q9 m_= baseline -_ ;_~- _^
...... _n_urat_un for the l._A is as con-
tracted for by MAC. The MI)As used in conjunction with the
LCSMs will not contain the cylindrical section between the
radiator and the docking cross.
3.3,3 There will be no resupply module (RM).
3,3.4 During all mission [_hases, the three astronauts
shall have continuous conmulnication capability with each other.
3,3,5 Data management_ transmission and communication re-
quirements shall remain within the existing ground station net-
work capabilities.
3.3.6 Temperature and hazard monitoring syst_is, with
visual and auditory warning devices, shall be available and
used to warn the crew of out-of-tolerance conditions or hazards
on each on-orbit vehicle. The crew can then take appropriate
action if a hazardous condition is identified.
3.3.7 Life support EVA umbilical outlets, provisions for
PLSS, and an airlock shall be provided for earth orbit missions
requiring EVA.
3.3.8 The experiment data return capability of the CM
shall be limited to a net weight of 800 pounds and a net volume
of 30 ft 3. An additional 266 pounds and 8.25 ft 3 is available
for boxes, containersp canisters, refrigerators and suppout
structures thereof. These figures are based on a "stripped"
3-man crew CM (Ref. NAA report #SID 66-773, Command Module
Return Payload Capability, 26 May 1966).
MAR.I.IN IWARIEI"rA OORPORA'I'ION
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3.4 Mass Property Method and Definition
3.4,1 Payload weight statementsj detailed weight statements,
and assumed experiment weights are included in this report for
each analy:_ed mission. These weight data are preliminary pro-
jected values intended only to assist in evaluating mission
feasibility.
An 1130 computer was used to prepare the weight
state_uents. (Note: This computer converts base ten input to
Binary and then drops any decimal value. This causes an error
of one part in i000 in the machine which resultingly appears as
a one pound error on the printed weight statements. The errors
were considered negligible for this report and corrections were
not made to the weight tables.)
3,4.2 The following statements provide some insight into
how the weight tables were derived.
a. The gross experiment weights include an allow-
ance for mounting and packaging which is listed in
the detail experiment tables.
b. Payload weights include structure such as SLA.
c, All flights contain Martin Marietta weight
values for evaluation of the crew provision and life
support requirements,
d. The CSM weight includes a growth (MSFC) value
which was obtained by comparing North American Report
No. SID 65-1532 (Enclosure 5) to the latest MSFC
CSM Weight Statmnent. This growth value was also
used to define the LCSM baseline weight.
e. The MMWS weights are based on preliminary con-
figuration information coupled with present knowledge
of the OWS. The MMWS weight values should be con-
sidered as gross estimates.
f. The LM Shelter weights were obtained from Grunmlan
Reports and updated with U, S, Government Mem_orand_n
PM2-MS4,
lt_ARTIN lt_f,ARIETTA OORPORATION
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g. The Voyager Mission includes a detailed experi-
ment list and a gross injected weight state_ent. Siuce adequate
information concerning payload capability is tlot available, a
payload weight margin was essentially assumed.
3.4.3 Definitions
Injection Capability to Initial Orbit is defined as
the maximum weight that the booster can carry for the prescribed
flight and mission requirements.
Payload Capabillt_ at Launch is defined as that part
of the orbital weight which is above the Instrument Unit (I.U.),
Flights 25 and 30 are exceptions to this definition in that
their payload capability at launch weight includes everything
above the SII stage.
Payload Margin is the amount of weight remaining or
not remaining as a capability for the projected flight.
Variable Load includes the following weight classes:
Nmin Tank Usable, Reserve, and Residual Propellants; RCS Usable,
Reserve, and Residual Propellants; Crew; Crew Personal Equipment;
Life Sut)port Equipment and Special Accessories, Oxygen, Water,
CO2e.Removal Equipment, LiOH, Food, and Miscellaneous as applica-(Environmental and Electrical Cyrogenics are totally in-
cluded as required.)
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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4. MISSION CARRIERS
4.1 Description of_ Carr.!ers - The baseline configuration
for each carrier considered in this report is as follows:
4.1,1 Co_mmnd and Service Module - The Block II CSM was
used. This carrier has a 14-day capability which nay be ex-
tended to longer mission times by installing cox|_nodltles in
Sector I and other areas of the Service Module.
4.1.2 99 Day Command and Service Module (LCSM) - This
carrier is a modified Block II CSM which serves as a crew transit
vehicle and resupply module, While on orbit (in a cluster), the
LCSM is essentially dormant, and requires only 660 watts of
electrical power from the workshop solar array. The Block II
fuel cells and electrical power supply system is replaced by a
batte_, syst_ with a ...._caw=_y for 7 days nor_Lal operation.
Food and LiOH supplies are for 7 days only. Two of the SPS
propellant tanks are deleted and a solid rocket package is added
as the primary retro back-up. While on orbit with a cluster,
the guidance and navigation system is domnant. The space gained
by removing SPS propellants and EPS reactants can be used for
resupply colmtloditles,
4.1.3 Lunar Module Ascent StaEe - For lunar landing missions
a standard LM ascent stage is used. When used for non-lunar
missions, the LM ascent stage is modified by removing the main
propulsion system. The vehlcie has life support capabilities
for two men for two days.
4.1.4 LM Shelter - The LM shelter configuration is des-
cribed in Grumman Company report "LEM Shelter Design Analysis
Summa_y, '' dated 8 December 1965 (Vol V) and as shown in Para-
graph 8.3 of this report.
4.1.5 Rack___- The rack is a structure similar to tha: de-
fined by NASA drawing 37-B-I-I12, "Experiment Rack, Basic Dimen-
sions," which consists of an upper and lower structure. The
lower structurep which mounts to the LM/SLA attach points, is
used in place of the LM descent stage and can be used to mount
experiments, support subsystems and resupply co_1odlties. The
upper structure adapts the total rack structure for docking with
the command module during orbital operations.
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4.1.6 Airlock Module and S-IVB Stage OWS - The alrlock
module is defined in NASA doctmlent GP-102, 1'Stat_nent of Work
Contract NAS9-6555-Airlock." The S-IVB spent stage orbital
workshol, is defined in Specification CP 2080XXX, "S-IVB Stage
for Use as Orbital Workshop."
4.1.7 Instrumentation Unit - The standard Saturn IU is
used.
4,1.8 Multiple Dockinl_ Adapter - The MDA for orbital acti-
vated worksho_ configurations is defined in Martin document
RS 200000, 1'General Specification for Perfon_ance and Design
Requiren_ents for the Saturn Apollo Applications - Combined Mis-
sions - Rev. ]..,i For ground-outfitted workshops the MDA is
modified by r_1oving the cylindrical section aft of the docking
cross. The modification results in a shorter _IDA and provides
room for the SM SPS engine bell in the SLA.
4.1.9 Mission Module Workshop - The M_B_S is a modified
basic S-IVB stage structure that is ground-outfitted with levels
and compart,tLents to serve as a laboratory, sleeping and living
quarter';_ a crew conditioning area, and con_nand post. Storage
facilities are provided internally and externally to the struc-
ture and accomallodate a 360 day supply of personal hygiene, food,
medicine, and other consumables and expendables required for
the mission. The MI4WS will provide an environment that is com-
patible for a year of crew habitation and mission requirements.
MARTIN MARIETTA CORPORA TIOItl
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5. AAP MISSION 51617/8
5.1 Mission Plan - This is a low earth (220 n. ml. circu-
lar - 28,9 ° inclination) orbit mission using AAP vehicles 5, 6,
7 and 8. The mission objectives and general mission profile
are given in the General DRMD, Document ED-2001.
5.2 ConfIxuratlon - Flights 5, 7 and 8 are similar and
consist of a Saturn IBlaun0h vehicle and an LCSM. Fllght 6
consists of a Saturn IB launch vehicle (with nose cap), and an
experiment rack. Fig. 5.2 shows the general layout of Flight 6
and Tables 5-4ol through 5-4,12 show the estimated weights for
the four flights,
5.3 Ground Rules - The following ground rules were used
for the analysis of Mission 212/213/214/215 (Flights 5, 6, 7
and 8).
a. The baseline for the AM is in Proposal Statement
of work GP-102 (19 August 1966).
b. The mission will use experiments left in orbit
from AAP Flights 3 and 4, plus other experiments
brought to the cluster by the mission flights.
c. Existing cluster umbillcals for H_ and O_ will be
used to transfer N. and 02 from the SR of th_ LCSM to
the AM. The existing electrical power umbilical
(between SM and AM) should be considered for trans-
ferring power between the AM and SM.
d. EVA equipment will be plmeed in orbit with initial
flights. Refurbishing commodltle8 for EVA will be
brought to the cluster by LCSMs.
e. For unmanned Saturn IB flights, the payload will
be injected directly onto the final circular orbit by
the S-IVB stage.
f. Orbital decay will not be considered as a means of
increasing the payload brought to a cluster by subse-
quent flights.
g. The experiment list (42-1017-1);Rav. 2 dated
20 March 1967, will be the basis for all LEO flights.
5-i
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h. S-IVB stages are not restartable.
i, No resupply module will be used.
5.4 Experiments - Flights 5, 6, 7, and 8 will each bring
experiments into orbit. In addition, experiments in OWS-I will
be reactivated. Tables 5.4-3, 5.4-6, 5.4-9, and 5.4-12 contain
the grouping of experiments to be performed during each of the
four fllghtsp defined as to launch and performance location.
One experiment of those given in the NASA Proposal Guidelines
(M402) was not carried because it does not appear to be desir-
able or necessary for satisfactory reactivation of OWS-I.
The experiment requirements per the flight groul_Ings
were tabulated as a means for evaluating the capability of the
mission systems to perform the experiment list (paragraph 5,5).
5.5 Analysis Results - The subsystem capabilities of the
following carriers for support of this mission were assessed.
Ca/rler
Instrument Unit ([U)
LCSM (Con_nand Service Module)
Instrument Unit (YU)
Rack (Experiment)
I_/A_
[nst t_ment Un[t (IU)
LCSM (Colmnand Service Mod_Lle)
Ins _m_nent Un i.t (J_)
LC_4 (Colmm_nd Service Module)
AAP Fit. No,
5
5
6
6
1-2
4
7
7
8
8
These capabilities and the experiment and operational require-
ments were compared to determine the areas of incompatibility
which will have to be res¢Ived in order to satisfactorily per-
form the planned mission. The identified incompatibilities are
given in Tables 5.5-1 through 5,5-I0 with the suggestion of a
sys=em add-on (or deletion) which can solve the problem.
The following paragraphs summarize the analysis
results by major system disclpline.
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5.5,1 E!ectrical Power - The LCSM is defined as a Block II
CSM with its fuel cell system replaced by a battery system capa-
ble of 7 days operation and having a 90 day wet stand time.
Ten (i0) Eagle Pitcher Batteries (P/N 4194) are used for this
purpose.
The solar array on the LM/ATM and OWS-I, which were
sized for the first cluster mission (AAP I, 2, 3 and 4) appear
adequate for the electrical loads of this mission.
5.5.2 Data Management - Only the IU of Flight 6 requires
a change to the baseline configuration. The experiment rack on
Flight 6 imposes the requirements shown in Table 5.5 to make it
compatible with experiment requirements.
5.5.3 Guidance and Control - No changes are required for
the baseline confiEurations for Flights 5, 7 _d 8. The rack
(Flight 6) must supply guidance and control subsystem support
for EMR and EO experiments. Support requirements are listed in
Table 5,5-4. The RCS propellant requirements are summarized in
Table 5.5-11 which shows _hat the RCS capability of the LCSMs
for Flights 5 and 7 are marginal.
5.5,4 Thermal Control - No changes are required to any of
the baseline configurations.
5.5.5 Propulsion - The LCSM is defined as a Block II CSM
with two SPS propellant tanks removed. The only change to this
baseline propulsion system is the addition of patch-type heaters
to the RCS engine clusters and to the propellant lines of the
SPS. The teflon bladders in the RCS tanks must be replaced with
a material that is compatible with 90 day mission requireuents.
5.5,6 Communications - No changes are required to any of
the baseline configurations.
5.5.7 Display an d controls - Displa_i_and Control panels
must be added to the launch configurations bf the C_s ol
Flights 5, 7 arid 8 and to the rack of Flight 6.
5,5.8 Life Support - The ninety-day support requirement
is satisfied by using the SMs of Flights _ '(_d _I as res_tl_p]_
vehicles. Tables 5.5-2, 5.5-8 and 5.5-10 show the lize support
add-ons which constitute the major weight increases incurred
for Flights 5, 7 and 8.
\
\
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5.6 Significant Mission Problem Areas - Mission feasibility
was assessed on the basis of the identified system incc_npatlbili-
ties in terms of performance and the ability to withstand or sur-
pass the expected environments. This mission is thought to be
generally feasible when the following _ problemls have been
solved.
5.6.1 Electrical Power -
a. CSM/AM, Interface When Two CSMs are , Docked -
Flights I/2/3/4 have only one CSM docked to the
cluster at any given period of time. Flights
5/6/7/8 and subsequent flights have two CSMs
docked with the cluster for certain time periods of
the missions. A_, additional interface could be re-
quired on the cluster that would not be used during
Flights 1/2/3/4 but would be required during Flights
5161718.
b. Connection of CSM/AMInterface - The connection
of power from the AM to the CSM has generally been
considered through the CSM ground umbilical when
the CSM is docked with the cluster. Studies should
be made of how this connection will be made ty EVA,
how the cables mating with the CSM umbilical will
be stored until hooked-upp how the cabllng will be
supported after hook-up9 and how this interface
connection can be quickly disconnected in an mner-
gency situation.
c. Battery Life - The longest known available wet
stand time for silver zinc batteries is 90 days.
This means the entire llfe of the batteries is re-
qulred for a 90 day mission. Studies are necessary
to determine the actual requirements and increase
the life of silver zinc batteries to a life of
possibly 120 days to allow for launch time and
possibly extended hold periods during launch.
d. Battery Temperature Environment -Analysis must
be made comparing the required temperature environ-
ment of the batteries used in these missions with
the expected temperature of the environment the
batteries must operate in. If the expected environ-
ment temperature range is greater than the required
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATIO#
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range of the batteriesl environmental control must
be provided in the area of the batteries to insure
proper operation. Batteries operated in a low
temperature environment will result in loss of out-
put and in a high temperature environment will
result in deterioration and shortened llfe. These
temperatures must be clearly defined a_d adhered to.
e. Solar Array Analysis - There is a need for
further analysis on the size of the solar array
versus the slze and number of rechargeable batteries,
housekeeping requirements, etc. Analysis should be
made on the solar array syst_, to detem_|ine shadow-
ing effects of the cluster unique to the particular
mission.
...._.... _ .... L,=_=d _,_s ..... a_e;,,ento given in
Tables 5.)I-l, [).Ii-'{_5.1_-8 show t}i_I;l.'lil_.]_[;:;5, '/_Lnd _ do _lob
have tli_ c_pal)ility to ]_unch the desired l_aylouds.
5.6.3 System Life From the Standpoint of Reactivation a_d
Re supply.
5.6.4 Meteoroid and Radiation Hazards, Elimination, De r
tectione and Effect.
5.6.5 Mission Effectiveness with Respect to Crew Usage
and Experiment and Operational Performance. (See 5.6.10)
5.6.6 Crew Motion Effects on Pointed Experiments.
5.6.7 The Effect and Prediction of Contamination of
Mission Experiments.
5.6.8 The Effect and Prediction of Thermal Distortion
(Orbital) on Experiment Performance.
i
5.6.9 Development of Data Return Requirements Consistent
with Spacecraft Capabilities.
5.6.10 Development of Crew Restraints/Work Stations Which
Will Assure Adequate Perfqrmanc _ With Respect to the Totaled
Tasks.
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5.6.11 Design and Develol)meL%t of Mountin_ and Deployment
Mechanis_us for Mission Syste_us and Experineuts.
5.6.12 Ability of tile Crew to llandle the l'redlcted EVA
Requizemen ts.
5.6.13 Assessment and Prediction of a Missiou Ther,.al
_o_i_e Wqllcn is Consistent With Mission/System Cap_jlbl]ity
_len Intezrated With Mission Operational and Exveriment Re-
quir emen t s.
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TABLE 5.5-11
RCS PROPELLANT ESTIMATE
i.cle
Requirements
Experiment Re_uiremeqtss
Fine Mode Hold
Coarse Mode Hold
Maneuvers
M484 Art Gravity
5(6)
LCSM
Operational Requirements
Rendezvous and Dock
Dump CMGs
De-Orblt
Total (Ibs)
I0.
7
523
1480
140
97
7
LCSM
,, ,, i ,,
9
23
m_
8
LCSM
2257
2220 b
140
97
2489
21
168
m_
324
740
140
97
1490
a - Assumes add-ons for EMR
b - Includes 1480 ibs for Pegasus Panel Retrieval
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6. MISSIONS 9/I0/II/12/13/13A
6.1 Mission Plan - This is a low earth orbit (LEO) mission,
using AAP flights 9/i0/II/12/13/13A. The general mission profile
and the mission objectives are given in the General DRMD, Docu-
ment ED-2001.
6.2 Configuration - The vehicle and payload configurations
for the mission are as follows:
Flight 9: S-IB Stage
S-IVB Stage
Rack (APP-B)
SLA
LCSM _odif led)
Flight i0: S-IB Stage
S-IVB Stage
AM OWS- 2
MDA
SLA
Nose Cone
Flight 12: S-IB Stage
S-IVB Stage
SLA
LCSM (90 day)
Flight ii: S-IB Stage
S-IVB Stage
Rack/LM/ATM-B
SLA
Nose Cone
Flight 13: S-IB Stage
S-IVB Stage
SLA
LCSM (90 day)
Flight (--) : S-IB Stage
S-IVB S_age
SLA
LCSM (90 day)
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6.3 G_nqral Mis$ion Ground Rules
6.3.1 The total mission duration shall be one year. It
is accomplished by rende_vous of successive flights and transfer
of _,art of the crew from one CSM to another.
6.3.2 This mission will be planned for the years 1970/1971.
6.3.3 A mission objective is the determination of long
duration s[)aceflight effects on crew meunbers0
6.3.4 A mission objective is to conduct inflight experi-
ments, including solar astronomy, remote earth sensing and bio-
lab experiments.
6.3.5 Flight 9 shall be launched three (3) days before
Flight i0. The rack, carrying the APP-B experiments shall have
a min_num of ninety-three (93) days life.
6.3.6 Flights 9, 12, 13, and 13A shall be ,_nned at ]almch.
Flight 9 utilizes a regular CSM whereas Flights 12, 13, and i_
utili_e a 90-day CSM (LCSM modified for re-supply). The 90-day
LCSMs will serve as transit and re-supply modules. LCSMs shall
have a 7 day transient electrics power capability.
6.3.7 Flight I0 will be an u_manned flight carrying the
spent S-IVB stage, AM &MDA (OWS-2) into space. The MDA will
carry the bio-lab experiments. The OWS-2 shall have an orbital
life of a minlmmn of 360 days. The OWS shall supply all the
mission power requirement by solar arrays. The OWS-2 shall carry
all of life support con_odities to support Flight 9. The only
exce?tion will be for the water storage.
6.3.8 Flight ii payload consists of the LM/ATM-B carrier
module, SLA and Nose Cone. The ATM-B experiments will be per-
fonued with the carriers undocked from the OWS-2. Rough pointing
alignment will be by the LM_ fine pointing alignment by the
CMGs on the ATM rack. The priory dockin_ mode will be hard
with soft tether mode as back-up. LM/ATM-B carrier shall be
capable to sustain operation for 180 days minimum (through
flights 12 and 13).
6.3.9 The ATM-B experiment package will be integrated on
the carrier rack. The integrated package will be made as inde-
pendent of the carrier as possible to facilitate intergration
and checkout without dependence upon the carrier package.
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6.3.10 The initial orbital cluster consists of the OWS-2,
the APP-B experiment carrier ai_d LCSM-9. To this tile LM/ATM-B
rack is added. The LCSM-9 is utilized to ferry the ex_,erJ,_,e_it
carriers into the a[?ropriate cluster l)ositiolls. The J_CS_I-9 is
replaced during the llfe of the mission with the LCSM-12, -13
and 137_.
6.3.11 The baseline configuration of the LM/ATM-B rack is
the LM/A_TM-A of Flight 4. Only the difference between the two
configurations will be covered herein.
6.3.12 The LCSM from each flight must provide emergency
crew quarters and life support provisions during the mission,
and accordingly shall be tested and checked o_i_ a m[nTrm_n of
every seven days of orbit duration. Thermal control shall be
provided to maintain the LCSM propellants (SPS and RCS) in a
liquid state.
0
6.3.13 The life support syst_l shall be two-gasp 5._I psiap
in all carriers (3.5 psia oxygen and 1.5 psia nitro$_en).
6.3.14 Project i_hemno (M4i6 ti_rough M420, M426) has been
shifted from Flight #12 (218) to Flight 27 (223) for better in-
tegration into the AAP progrlun. Project Them,o experiments,
incluJing rack_ weighs approximately 25,000 ibs. and therefore
must be boosted by a separate vehicle.
6.3.15 The origln_lly scheduled _ experiments (_I;_C-53 A
through G) for this flight have been deleted l)ecause of excessive
payload weight.
6.4 Experiments - The experiments have been assigned to
the vehicles in accordance with NASA Proposal Guidelines of
7 March 1967 and are reflected in Tables 6.4-1 through 6.4-18.
The tables show the experiments to be performed during each of
the six flights and are defined as to launch and performance
locations.
6.5 A_alysis Result - Recommended subsyst_l changes and
brief justifications for the mission carriers are shown in
Tables 6.5-1 through 6.5-10. These tables present the carrier
subsysten_s which require extension of basic capability in order
to accomplish the mission objectives and accommodate the NASA
list of experiments. The tables also list the weight and size
of the suggested add-on. The add-on module selection was based
on the use of available flight certified hardware and, wherever
possible_ Apollo qualified components and subsystems were used.
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6.5.1 Electrical Power - The power deficiencies, based on
the mission and experiment requirements, were resolved by re-
placing the SM fuel cells with batteries for the 7 day contin-
gency requir_11ent and using the AM solar array for the operational
requirements.
6.5,2 Thez_nal Control - No changes to the active thermal
and enviror_nental control systems have been defined by this
analysis. Howeverp some themnal probleuns are identified in
Section 6.6.
6.5,3 Guidance and Control - The Applications "B" e_eri-
ments require pointing t_ the local vertical or earth's surface
to an accuracy which is beyond the capability of the existing
systems. In order to satisfy these pointing requirements, it
will be necessary to add a local vertical sensing systean (LVS)
and a control mo,nent gyro (CMG) control system to the rack.
Additionally, a star tracking system was added to the _n)A to
support an experiment require_nent.
6.5,4 Prppulsion - It appears to be desirable to remove
ment for limited CSM orbital maneuvers. The RCS changes are
based on the following requirements for propellants.
EXCESS OR
REQ 'D CAPABILITY (DEFICIENT)
FLIGHT __ (ibs) ilbs) PAYLOAD
9 2844 1285 (155 9) CSM
i0 ...... OWS
12- 2330 1285 6 LCSM
ii ...... LM/ATM
13 1717 2336 619 LCSM
13A 1720 2336 616 LCSM
6.5.5 Data Management and Communication - All of the data
and communication add-ons are in direct support of the experi-
ment requirements for this mission.
6.5.6 Life Suppor_ - Changes in the life support systems
are limited to consumables necessary to meet the mission life
requirements.
6.5.7 Crew Stations and Controls - Only deficiencies
against Flight i0 are defined by this analysis.
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6.6 Si_nifican_ Miss io_ Probl_ns- The fol]owing perfor,,-
ande and environ_ental problem areas will have to be resolved
before mission feasibility can be realized. (Refer also to
paragraph 5.6 of this report)
6.6.1 Performanc e - All mission syst_lls will have to be
evaluated for their ability to adequately perform for t|ie planned
mission duration w_en subjected to the mission environments.
The following items are representative of the type probl_s which
will be encountered.
6.6.1.1 Electric Power Systems
a. Interfaces between CSM and AM when two CSM's
are docked with the cluster - Flights 9/12/13/1_A
have two CSM's docked with the OWS-2 cluster for
certain time periods of the missions. An analysis
should be required to determine the effect of
this requirement upon Flight iO.
b. Connection of CSM/AM interface - The connec-
tion of power from the AM to the CSM has generally
been considered through the CSM ground umbilical
when the CSM is docked with the cluster. Studies
should be made of how this connection will be
made by EVA, how the cables mating with the CSM
umbilical will be stored until hooked up, how the
cabling will be supported after hook-up, and how
this interface connection can be quickly discon-
nected in an emergency situation. Other probleus
exist in this areap but the above are given as
ex_Yll)les. Hook-up of the power interfaces between
different carriers at different times have probl_is
unique to the individual missions and all should
be analyzed.
c. Solar array system analysis - Major problem
areas exist in the solar array system analysis
and are as follows:
(i) There is a need to analyze the size of
the solar array versus the size and number of
rechargeable batteries, housekeeping require-
ments_ etc. In the past_ some estimates in
calculation are optimistic where others are
pessimistic. Is the present array big enough
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for an adequate charge rate of the batteries?
Is there adequate protection against battery
overcharge? Consideration must be made for
the batteries on discharge depth, cycle life,
charge rates, etc. Consideration must be
),lade for the solar array on pointing require-
ment contmnination.
(2) Analysis should be made on the solar
array system to detemnine shadowing effects
of the cluster unique to the particular mis-
s ions.
6.6.1.2 Prol_ulsion System - Listed below are some design
areas requiring further study to extend basic Apollo mission
carrier capabilities to 90 clays.
a. SPS Propellant Pressurization System - For
engine shut-down periods in excess of 21 days it
is possible for fuel and/or oxidizer to migrate
through the helium check valve assembly and ignite
in the helium portion of the propellant feed
system or ignite when i)ropellant flow co_mi_ences.
b. SPS Propellant Gaging - To insure sufficient
propellant for a de-orbit maneuver, a zero '_g"
leak detection and propellant gaging system will
have to be developed for the SPS.
c. LM-RCS De-Activation - Provisions should be
made to de-activate, or isolate the LM/ATM-B
vehicle RCS upon completion of docking with the
OWS-2.
6.6ol.3 Crew Station - Analysis of crew activity will
have to be made to insure complete data return against all
ex[_eriment requir_ents.
6.6.2 Environments
6.6.2,1 Electrical Power Systems
a. Silver zinc battery life for 90-day missions -
The longest known available wet stand time for
silver zinc batteries is 90 days, This means the
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life of the [)arteries is entirely required for a
90-day mission. Studies are ttecessary Lo deler-
u_ine the actual requirements and increase the
life of silver xi,c batteries to a life _,t Vosslbly
120 days to allow for launch time and l_ossil)ly
extended hold periods during launch.
b, Thermal control of teal,perature environment
of batteries - Analysis must be made comparing
the required tem[_erature environment of the
batteries used in these missions with the expected
temperature of the envirom_ent the batteries must
operate in. If the expected environment tenpera-
ture range is greater than the required range of
the batteries, enviroL_ental control must be pro-
vided in the area of the batteries to insure
proper n,_erat_,_u, Batteries operated in a low
te,uperature environment will result in loss of
output and in a high temperature enviror_nent will
result in deterioration and shortened life. These
temperatures must be clearly defined and adhered
to.
6.6.2.2 Propulsion System
a. Teflon Bladders used in CM, SM, and LM re-
action control system - Bladder material sensitiv-
ity to pro[ellants, temperature and radiation
cause degradation of the teflon bladder and helium
solution into the propellants during extended
periods of exposure. The limit of duration has
not been established beyond 14 days and current
literature on this suoject is unavailable or
indeterminate.
b. Engine Heaters Used in SM-RCS, and SPS
systems - Existing engine heaters do not prevent
propellant freeze-up whenever shading of the
engine occurs for periods of three to four hours
and longer.
6.6°2.3 Crew stations additional analyses are required to
develop crew safe areas an_] adequate hazardous warning for ad-
verse environmental conditions including:
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a. Sudden decompression
b. Fire
c. Toxic atmosphere
d. Temperature
e. Radiation
f. Pressure
6.6.3 W eiKhts - The payload weight statemlents ziven in
'PaLles 6.4-], (i.4-10, 6.4-13, (1.4-16 show tlm_t t"lb':ht:_; 9, _-_,
]3, and ]3A do ,lot have Lhe cupability to launch the, ,tcsit'ed
payloads.
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7. AAP MISSIONS 17/18 AND 36
7.1 Mission Plan
7.1.1 The combined mission will utilize AAP vehicles 17,
18, and 36. Flight 17 and 18 will place payloads in a ]9,35() n.
mi. synchronous earth orbit at an inclination of 28.9 degrees.
Fiight 36 will reactivate and operate the flight 17/18 OWS-3.
The mission objectives and general mission profile are given in
the General DRMD, Document ED-2001.
7.2 Configuration
!
7.2.1 Flight 17 consists of the vehicle 513 (Saturn V)
with a payload of an LCSM, AM_ and F[DA. The spent S-IVB stage
will be reactivated in orbit and become a part of the orbiting
cluster as OWS-3. The AM and S-IVB OWS-3 are described in
paragraph 4.1.7. The LCSM is described in paragraph 4.1.2.
The _)A is described in paragraph 4.1.9. Figure 7.3.1 illus-
trates the proposed arrangement for !_vlng quarters, laboratory,
and storage facilities. Tables 7.4-1 thru 7.4-3 provide a
weight summary for the fl#ght.
7.2.2 Flight 18 will be launch vehicle 514 (Saturn V)
with a payload of an LCSM and a I_/ATM. The LCSM is described
in paragraph 4.1.2 and the LM/ATM is the rack described in
paragraph 4.1.6 with the ATM experiments, auxiliary equipment
and supplies attached. Tables 7.4-4 thru 7.4-6 provide a
weight summary for the flight and Figure 7.3.2 shows a proposed
arrangement.
7.2.3 Flight 36 will be launch vehicle 522 (Saturn V) with
a payload of an LCSM, LM/ATM and resupply provisions. The LCSM
is described in paragraph 4.1.2. The LM/ATM is described in
paragraph 7.3.2 Tables 7.4-7 thru 7.4-9 provide a weight summary
for the flight and Figure 7.3.3 shows a proposed arrangement.
7.3 Ground Rules_ Syn:hronous Orbit Mission 17118/3b - The
following ground rules were used to perform this mission feasi-
bility analysis:
7.3.1 Saturn/Apollo standard hardware considered for syn-
chronous flights will not be modified beyond the point which
will allow a 90 day turn-around to the basic Apollo carrier con-
figuration. Any modifications will use flight-rated and man-
rated components.
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7.3.2 Flight 17 and 18 on-orbit hardware will require
active storage or reactivation provisions for reuse during
Flight 36. There are no barbecue requirements for the storage
mod e.
7.3.3 OWS-3 (S-IVB spent stage) will provide the crew with
a radiation shelter and house the waste management, personal
hygiene, exercise, medical, and recreational equipment for the
mission. No experiment will be conducted or housed in the work-
shop that would adversely affect full duration crew inhabitance
if a single mode failure occurs.
7.3.4 The LCSM will provide emergency living quarters
(shirtsleeve conditions), and supplies for crew use (three men).
The LM will provide shirtsleeve working accommodations for a
maximum of two men.
7.3.5 A 30-day supply of food, LiOH, and other crew
expendables will be carried by the LCSM, MDA and AM for routine
use in the workshop. Environmental control for the workshop
shall be provided by the AM system. Flight 36 will require a
45 day supply of life support provisions and commodities.
7.3.6 The AM environmental control system will supply
the LM for the complete mission through the MDA. For any
emergency opera,tions (CSM/LM docked together), the CM shall
provide environmental control for the LM.
7.3.7 Sector i of the Service Module (SM) or the Instru-
ment Unit (IU) will not be considered as a carrier for experi-
ments.
7.3.8 Experiment return weight and volume for the Command
Module (CM) will be constrained to a maximum of 1066 pounds and
38.25 cubic feet.
7.3.9 During all mission phases, the three astronauts shall
have continuous communicat, ion capability with each other.
7.3.10 Housekeeping data transmission shall be limited to
16 hours a day, and recorded at all other times for later dump.
No ground station network changes will be made for this mission.
7.3.11 The VHF band (225 to 260 MHz) will be available
for AAP missions. Experiments will provide their own signal
conditioning. Onboard display of selected experiment parameters
will be available to the _tronauts.
7-2
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7.3.12 The LCSM control system and CMC on the ATM rack
will provide on-orbit stabilization. All translation and
orbital maneuvering capability, after separation from launch
vehicle, will be supplied by the LCSM propulsion system.
7.3.13 The electrical power available for experiments will
be limited to 28 volts direct-current.
7.3.14 The flight 36 payload will consist of expendables
required to reactivate OWS-3 and ATM-D experiments. The
reactivated OWS-3 will only be used for crew quarters. A_-D
is assumed to be identical to 7_-A.
7.3.15 Subsystem requirements for the synchronous orbit
missions will be based on the following operational periods:
Flight 17 -- LCSM for 7 days; LCSM, AM, OWS-3, and MDA
for 30 days.
Flight 18 -- LCSM for 7 days; LCSM, AM, OWS-3, MDA and
LM/ATM for 30 days.
Fli_ht 36 -- LCSM for 7 days; LCSM, AM, OWS-3, _[DA and
LM/ATM for 45 days.
7.4 Experiments - The experiments in Tables 7.4-1 thru
7.4-3 were grouped for the flights utilizing the NASA Proposal
Guidelines (7 March 1967).
Experiment T012, as presently conceived, cannot be
accommodated on the mission because of size and operating con-
straints and has been deleted for this study. Several experi-
ments, in addition to the NASA list, have been added to the
mission. These experiments are compatible with the mission
experiment objectives.
Experiment requirements were tabulated and used to
assess the capability of the mission systems to fulfill the
total mission requirements.
7.5 Analysis Results - The capabilities of the mission
carriers and their subsystems were assessed and compared with
the mission operational and experiment requirements. The result
of this comparison resulted in capability/requirement mismatches
which were resolved, for this study, by provision of system
changes, either addition or deletion. The following paragraphs
summarize the major mission systems analysis.
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7.5.1 Electrical Power
7.5.1.1 Electrical power requirements on flight 17 for
the LCSM 7 day operation and the subsequent on-orbit housekeeping
and exper[ment: operations are summarized below:
LCSM for 7 days -- Energy ii0 I_WH, peak 1.85 KW
Operational Housekeeping -- Energy 1380 KWI;, peak 4.|3 KW
Experiments -- Energy 14 KWII, peak 0.22 KW
The baseline LCSM electrical power systems provide a
total power energy capability of 115 KWII, peak 3.3 kq_, which is
in excess of LCSM requirements by 5 KWH energy, 1.45 KW peak.
AM power for operational housekeeping2and experiments
is not available, and an AM solar array (740 ft ) coupled with
batteries similar to that discussed for AAP flight 2 is required
to provide flight 17 power requirements of 1.394 KWH (1960 Wa)
energy, 4.35 KW peak.
7.5.1.2 Electrical power requirements on flight 18 for
the LCSM 7 day operation and OWS housekeeping and experiment
operations are summarized below:
LCSM for 7 days -- Energy ii0 KWH, peak 1.85 KW
Operational Housekeeping -- Energy 1380 KWH, peak 4.13 KW
Experiments -- Energy 1.29 KWH, peak 0.004 KW
The baseline LCSM has an excess power capability for
the 7 day operation requirement (Ref. Paragraph 7.5.1.1) The
housekeeping and experiment power will be provided by the
flight 17 solar array. The AM solar array from flight 17 will
provide 1960 Wa, 4.35 KW peak during flight 18 which will satisfy
the power requirements of flight 18.
ments:
The flight 18 LM/ATM has the following power require-
Housekeeping -- Energy 885 KWA, peak 1.98 KW
Experiments -- Energy 755 KWA, peak 0.27 KW
A battery and solar array system similar to that
defined for flight 4 will provide the capability. The size of
flight 18 solar array could be 18% smaller and the battery
supply 40% smaller than that defined for flight 4.
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7.5.1.3 Electrical power requirements on flight 36 for
the XCSM 7 day operation, and the OWS housekeeping and experi-
ment operations are summarized below:
XCSM for 7 Days
-- Energy II0 KW]_, peak 1.85 KW
Operational Housekeepin$ -- Energy 2100 KWH, peak 4.13 KW
Experiments
-- Energy O, peak 0
The baseline LCSM has an excess power capability for
the 7 day operation (Ref. paragraph 7.5.1.1). _e flight 17
solar array can provide the on-orbit operational flight 36
power requirement of 2100 KWH (1940 Wa) , peak 4.13 KW. Planned
usage of a solar array that has previously been deployed at
synchronous orbit altitudes for over a year could present a
problem. This problem is discussed in paragraph 7.6.
Flight 36 LM/ATM has the following electrical power
r_quirements :
Housekeepin_ -- Energy 1330 KWH, peak 1.98 KW
Experiments -- Energy 33 KWH, peak 0.23 KW
A battery and solar array system similar to that
defined for flight 4 can provide the capability. The size of
flight 26 solar array could be 50% smaller and the battery supply
40% smaller.
7.5.2 Thermal Control Systems - No significant mismatches
were identified for the mission thermal control systems as
presently identified, in the level of analysis performed in
this study. A summary of :he mission requirements_capabilities
is given as follows by car_ier element. Since ATM thermal
control system capability is not defined, tile itemized mismatch
is not considered to be significant in this study.
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CARRIER (FLIGHT)
LCSM (17)
AM (17)
ows (17)
MDA (17)
LCSM (18)
LM/ATM/RACK (18)
LCSM (36)
LM/ATM/RACK (36)
CAPAB ILl'l_f
(KWH)
1740
823
'635
REQUIREMENT
(KW_D
706
218
127
Not Deflned
(see AM)
1740
"120
2574
"120
20
706
]664
785
937
* ATM system capability not defined - mismatch assumed
not to be a carrier problem.
n
7.5.3 Guidance and Control (G&C)
7.5.3.1 G&C for Flight 17 - The identified experiments on
this flight that require the use of the G&C system are M438,
S022, S023, S039. These are compatible with the capabilities of
the existing system. Additional experiments which probably
impose attitude constraints but for which information is not
presently available are as follows: Charged Particle Spectro-
meter, Earth Albedo Measurements, Radiation Measurement, Libra-
tion Region Photography, Measurement of Zodiacal Light from
Earth Orbit and Gegenshein and Zodiacal Lights. It is assumed
that the requirements imposed by these experiments will be
within the capabilities of the existing system and that no
add-ons will be required.
7.5.3.2 G&C for Fli_ht 18 - The experiments that require
the G&C system on flight 18 are M430, M436, M446, and the ATM
experiments. The first two experiments are within the capabi]i-
ties of the existing G&C system.
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Experiment M446, Laser Communication Satellite, requires
attitude hold of .5 ° in pitch, roll and yaw for 2 hours. This
requirement is marginal for the existing system which has a limit
cycle deadband of 0.5 ° . It is assumed that for the short duration
experiment periods, other error sources will be minimal and the
necessary adjustments will be made in the experiment tolerance
so that it may be performed with the existing system.
Requirements for the ATM experiments are met by the
separate pointing control system utilizing CMGs and a gimballed
platform. This system is contained in the ATM Rack baseline
configuration.
Existing LCSM/LM systems cannot provide the pointing
accuracy required by the Resonance Scattering experiment.
Furthermore, it does not appear that modification or add-on
systems can satisfy the experiment. The problem is resolving
the earth's horizon or some emission line in the atmosphere to
an accuracy of 1.6 minutes of arc. The best existing sensors
provide accuracies of at best 0.I degrees (6 minutes of arc).
Information is not presently available on the fcllowing
experiments: Radiation Measurement, Libration Region Photo-
graphy. It is assumed that requirements arising from these
experiments will be within the capabilities of tile existing sys-
tem.
7.5.3.3 G&C for Flight 36 - Experiments presently identi-
fied for this flight are LM/ATM experiments with pointing and
stabilization furnished by the Pointing Control System included
in the ATM Rack baseline configuration. No other add-ons are
required.
7.5.4 Propulsion and Reaction Control Systems
7.5.4.1 Comparison of the RCS propellant requirement esti-
mates and carrier capabilities for these synchronous orbit flights
reveals no significant discrepancy. What appears to be a signifi-
cant mission problem with RCS equipment life time is discussed
in section 7.6 of this report.
7.5.4.2 The remainder of the propulsion system appears to
be adequate for the mission except for system lifetime considera-
tions (Ref. section 7.6).
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7.5.5 Environmental Control and Life Support - Numerous
deficiencies in system capabilities were ideut[fied and resolved
by the addition of con_nod[ty add-ons, as reflected in TabJe 7.5.
7.5.6 Data ManaKement - The data inanagement requirements
and capabilities for the mission were assessed and are su.unarized
a s fo ilows :
Capability
(Requirement)
PCM
Channels FM
High Low Channels
LCSM 17 44 633 !3 3 i
(28) (356) (0) (i) (i)
Reco rde r
Channels
Anal Digi Video
AM/MDA'/OWS-17 47 127 0 0 2
(41) (llT) (0) (i) (1)
LCSM 18/36 57 820 0 0 ]
(61) (357) (0) (I) (2)
AM/MDA/OWS/- 44 633 3 3 I
18/36 (28) (354) (0) (I) (I)
ATM RACK
Conmmud s
1 64
(0) (i0)
0 64
(0) (24)
0 112
(1) (-)
I 64
(0) (10)
The data management mismatch can be resolved by addition of the
add-ons identified in Table 7.5.
The flight 17 AM will require addition of a video
recorder and a video switch to facilitate data routin_.
Flights 18 and 36 - ATM Rack - The experiment commands
can be provided by addition of a model 270 multiplexer.
7.5.7 Communications - The communications incompatibilities
implied by the data management tabulation (Ref. paragraph 7.5.6)
were solved by selection of the add-ons identified in Table 7.5.
Flight 17 - The received signal strength and trans-
mitter power measurements from the LM relay experiment will be
handled by the AM PCM system_ The voice and 1.6 KBPS PCM signals
from this experiment will be handled by the AM PCM system. The
voice and 1.6 KBPS PCM signals _rom this experiment will be
received in the LCSM.
Note: A set of unified S-band equipment is carried for
LM relay experiment usage as a i_rt of the
experiment ....
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Flight 18 - LM/ATM- A command relay matrix will be
added to the flight 18 ATM Rack to provide command signals required
by the Maser Clock experiment.
Flights 18 and 36 - LM/ATM - The LM S-band erectable
antenna will be removed because it cannot be used in synchronous
orbit. A 70 kilocycle (KC) up-data subcarrier demodulation is
added to the S-band co,,_w,,unicatlons system to handle the Rack
con_nands. A modification to the l_I signal processor is added to
detect S-band up-data commands. A video switch in the LM will
select one of the two receiver signals for the transmission to
the LCSM.
7.5.8 Displays and Controls - The display and control sys-
tems for this mission are deficient but not to the point of sig-
nificantly affecting mission feasibility.
Various controls_ consisting mostly of switches, are
required for experiments aiLd subsystem add-ons. Additional dis-
plays are required for each of the carriers. Tabulation of these
as add-ons had not been completed.
7.6 Significant Mission Problem Areas - Mission feasibility
was assessed on the basis of the identified system incompatibili-
ties in terms of performance and the ability to withstand or sur-
pass the expected environments. This mission is thought to be
generally feasible when the' following type problems have been
solved.
7.6.1 Solar Array Reusa_e - The AM solar array from flight 18
may not be suitable over a year later for usage on flight 36 because
of possible damage caused by the deep space meteoroid environment
while on synchronous orbit.
7,6.2 Space Radiation Exposur@ - Satellites on synchronous
orbit are exposed to all environments ordinarily encountered in
low altitude orbits. The synchronous orbit is also high enough to
have deep-space environmental problems. This is especially true
of the radiation environment. The synchronous orbit is in the outer
fringe of the Van Allen belt of trapped radiation. Also, the weak
geomagnetic field in this orbit results in almost complete absence
of the magnetic shielding effects, which ordinarily protects low
altitude satellites from sol_r flare radiation on near equatorial
orbit. During the several years starting in 1968, the sun will be
at the maximum of its ll-year cycle of solar flare activity.
Therefore, missions on synchronous orbit can expect to encounter
both trapped radiation and solar flare.
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATIOiV
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7.6.3 Meteoroid Hazards - The meteoroid enviro_aent on
synchronous orbit is less of a problem than :;pace radiation.
However, the spacecraft will not have the bulk of the earth as
a shield at synchronous altitude. Consequently, the rate of
meteoroid hapact on the spacecraft will be about d_mb]e the rate
at low alt[tude.
7.6 )' We _-_4- and _,..i.... m_L_....... _,,e - _.e placing of _t.. de:;ired carrier
payloads into the mission orbit is not presently a m[s:_ion problem.
Volume is not a problem except as cbncerns experiment TOl:t, Optical
Technology. This experiment, as present]y conceived, camlot be
integrated satisfactorily into an existing mi sslon carrier.
7.6.5 Mission E'ffectLveneos" - Maxim_un usage of m[s:;lon
carriers and syste|m_ has not been achieved and much add[hlonal
perfori|_nce _s available for experiment:; in ir[o,'-:l; ar'(_a:;.
7.6.6 The capab[iLty of exLstlng and add-on sysI;ems to
meet all synchronott_ orbit env[ cornnents and requi red durati ons
must be evaluated before mission feasibLl[ty can be as.mlroed.
For examples, see paragraphs 7.6.1 thru 7.6.3.
7.6.7 Effects of crew motion on experiment performance must
be determined and restraints or motion compensation provisions
provided.
7.6.8 Effects of expected mission element contaminants on
optical and laser type experiments and upon crew operations must
be resolved.
7.6.9 A system (perhaps phase-lock-loop technique) must be
developed for obtaining vehicle altitude information beyond
present S-band system capabLlity in order that the maser clock
experiment can be perfo_aed.
7.6.10 The problems of radiation shLeld[ng for the spacecraft,
crew. fL1m, and food must be resolved. Astronaut protection
devices for EVA and assessment of the allow_ble _A durations
mllst be provided. The requirements for a radiation level monitoring
and alarm system unique for synchronous orbit missions ,m/st be
approved (Ref. paragraph 7.6.2).
7.6.11 Evaluation and optimization of the orbital inclination
and ground station location must be determined.
7.6.]9 The determinaticn of the requirement limits for maxi-
mum on-orbit vehicle rates must be accomplished and factored into
the mission configuration for cause and effect relationships.
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8.0 MISSION 19/20, 21/22, 23/24
8.1 Mission Plan - Mission 19/20 (or 21/22 or 23/2JI) Is
planned as a hmar surface exploration miss lon. The total
manned duration will be approx[n_tely 32 days (Flight 19, 21, or
23 for lO days and Flight 20, 22, or 24 for 22 day:i) with im_nned
lunar surface operations cons_,ing 14 day:_ tm%xttmml. I.lights 20,
r%r% /%|. ._
_, and _ w_±± be integrated by NJ_IA-M_C.
The General Mission Profile and the Mission Objectives will
be as described in the General DRMD, Document ED-2001.
8.2 Configuration
8.2.1 Launch Vehicle - The standard Saturn V launch vehicle
will be utilized for all mission flights and will consist of the
following major elements:
S-IC
S-TI
S-[VB (I restart)
Instrtu_ent Unit (IU)
Spacecraft LM Adapter (SLA)
Launch Escape System (LES)
8.2.2 Spacecraft - The spacecraft for flights 19, 21, and
23 will consist of the Block II CSM and the LM Shelter defined
by the ground rules of this report.
The spacecraft for flights 20, 22 and 24 will consist of the
Block II CSM, with add-ons, and the LMTaxi as defined by the
ground rules of this report. Integration of these flights will
be NASA MSC responsibility.
8.2.3 Mission Weight Statements - The weight statements
for each shelter flight for the missions are shown in Tables
8.4.1 and 8.4.2. The statements have been prepared, Using the
mission ground rules, to ascertain the feaslbility of mission
perforn_nce with respect to the desired payload and added sub-
systems and components which appear necessary to satisfy the
mission performance requirements.
8.3 Ground Rules - The following ground rules were used
in assessing the capability of the mission vehicles with respect
to the mission operational and experiment requirements_
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a. The flight 19, 21 or 23 will be Infllght a
nm.xi.mwa oi' i0 days.
b. The flight 20, 22 or 2_4 C'dM wlll ],e inflight a
._xi,_un of 22 days.
c. The data pr'esented in the foiiow'ng references wlll
be utilized as the mission grolmd miles, except as
_ended by section 8.3, Ground lhlles oi' the ,'eport.
i) AAP Preliminary Def[nltion Study and
Utilization of LM, Contract NAS 9-4983, Addendum
II FLnal Report, Volume II - Prog_'_, Report
(29 July 1966).
2) AAP Preli'm[nary Definition Study of UtLl[zation
of IN, Contract NAS 9-4983, Addendum II, FLnal Re-
port, VolubLe I - Technical I_eport Sections 2 and
3 (29 July 1966).
3) Volume V, Shelter Des[gna Analysis Su,u_ary
-h •(Conl'identLal), Crumman, Al,,o IM Phase B Definition
study (196 ).
4) Volume VI, Taxi Design Analys] s the,rotary
(Confidential), Grtumnan, A]._ LM Phase B Dei'init[on
_]tudy (1965).
5) _;aturn/Apollo Applications Program, L1mar
Scientific Missions (14 day, 2-rr_n explo_'ati ons)
Research Projects Laboratory, MSFC, August 1966.
d. The manned Lunar Surface Exploration portion of
the mission will be performed during the lunar day.
e. The lunar landing location will be equator Lal.
f. Subsystem add-on will be effected in conformance
with "Manned Spacecraft Criteria and Standards",
NASA-MSC.
g. Lunar Surface Mission equipment will be sized and
designed for the lunar envirormlents presented in
M-DES020.008]3, SE 015-001-1, "Natural Envirormlent and
Physical Standards for the Apollo Progr6m_", NASA,
Apr [i 1965.
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h. The S-IVB stage for each flight will have one
restart capabi lity.
i. The lunar surface crew will consist of two men.
Lunar surface manned operating time will be 14 days
mini mum.
j. The Tax[ or the :_helter will not cxc_,ed a gross
weight at lunar landing of 16,300 polmds.
k. The IM Taxi ascent stage experlmenb re ttlrn weight
at lunar launch wiii not exceed 250 pounds.
i. EVA operations on the lunar surface will be
limited to six continuous hours per day.
m. Personal equipment required for _A will not be
provided as experiment equipment and will be con-
sidered as .operational or add-on payload.
n. The experimental payload for these missions will
be as discussed in section 8.4 of this report.
o. the shelter RTG will be activabed by EVA on
lunar orbit.
p. The soft suits, PLSS, and other EVA equipment
carried by the CSM which accompanies the T:_[ will
be transferred to the Taxi, on llmar orbit, and
utilized for initial manned shelter activation.
q. The Shelter fuel cells produce 0.9 pounds of
H20 per KWH of energy.
r. All power for manned shelter operation will be
obtained from the fuel cells.
s. Each shelt_,r crewman will perfoz_ lunar surface
EVA.
t. The following rates will be used for computation
of requirements against the mission carriers.
1) Water consumption
Metabo_.ic - 6.6 ib/nlan/day
EVA (PLSS) - 2.0 lb/hr
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2) Water product _on
li'uel Cells - 0. 9 lb/KWH
3) Oxygen con._;_nption
Cabin leakage and al rlock repressuri zat Ion -
l / ay
Metabolic - 2.0 ib/man/day
I_A (PI/]S) - 0.25 ib/hr
Power Production (FCA) - 0.8 Ib/KWH
8.4 Fmpet'[ments - The expert,tents considered for th_s,_.
miss ions ar_,_its ted by NA:_& n_,ber, t Itie. and t'ltght loc_Lt ione;.
These experiments are grouped to satisfy the mission objectives
spec[fied by NAGA.
8.4.1 CSM (Flights 19_ 21_ and 23) - No erpertments present]_
cons idered.
8.4.2 CSM (Flights 20_ 22_ and 24) - No erper[ments presently
cons idered.
8.4.3 IM Taxi (Flights 20_ 22_ and 24)
MOIl - Cytogenic Blood Studies
M022 - Red Blood Cell Survival
- - Laser Altimeter
8.4.4 LM Shelter (Flights 19; 21¢ and 23) - The shelter
experiments for thks analysis are shown in Table 8.4-3. This
ltstlng will be applicable for each shelter flight. Certain
additions and deletions to the NASA proposal guidance experi-
ment lists were made, to more effectively utJ lize payload
margins, by deleting redundance and adding needed experiment
equ [pment.
8.5 Anal[sls Results - The mission profile, ground rules,
experiment list and refernnce documents were used to perform a
curso_ study of the feasibility for performing the 14-day LM
Shelter/Taxi lunar exploration missions as presently conceived.
The purpose of the study _ms to ascertain, at a gross level,
what major significant problems will have to be solved in order
to successfully perform the missions. The results of this study
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are presented in this report section, Ln ter_ of exlstLng syst;em
capability, assessed system requLrements, capability and require-
ment mismatch, and suggested manner or method or' effectLng the
mismatch, and suggested manner or method oi' effect lng the mismatch
resolution. Only those mission carrier syste_ where slgnlficant
mismatch has been identified are illustrated.
8.5.1 CSM (i0 day) -Flights i_ 212 and 23 - No significant
mismatches of capability versus requirements were identified.
A certain amount of excess provision exists and can be removed
to provide an increase in the shelter throw weight, whlch does
appear to be necessary.
On__) 8. 5.2 CSM (22 da_) - Flights 201 22 v and ,°-4(Re1'arence
- The only significant m[ :_tch identified- was in _,he
electrical power capability. An additional 132 K_[ oi' ener_ Ls
required to provide the increased flight duration capability
from 14 days to 22 days (maximum). This mismatch was solved
by addition of super-critical oxygen and hydrogen tanks (reference
Table 8.5-2).
An aaditionalmismatch was identified in the Life Support
System oxygen capability. Additional oxygen is required to
provide for mission extension (cabin leakage) - approximately
35 pounds. This oxygen is included in the electrical power
supply add-on (reference Table 8.5-2).
8.5.3 IM Taxi - Flights 20_ 22_ and 24 (Reference only) -
No significant mismatches, capability versus requirements, were
identified.
8.5.4 IM Shelter - Flight 19; 21; and 23 - Significant
mismatches, capability versus requirements, for the Shelter
flights occur in the following system areas:
a. Electrical Power Suppl_ - The LM shelter electrical
power capability for the manned shelter phase from the
fuel cells is 425 KWH. The total assessed mission
requirements for fuel cell power is 678.5 KWH. The
additional 253.5 KWH can be obtained by adding
sufficient fuel cell reactants (reference Table 8.5-4).
b. Data Managemen_ - The experiments carried by the
IM Shelter require a capability for data recording,
FM data handling, and a television circuit. The first
two requirements can be solved by addition of a portable
recording assembly which contains a VCO, data switch,
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and a two track video recorder. This portable recorder
can be utilized inside or outside off the shelter (ISSM).
The experiment requirelaent for heal time televl_';i.on,
I,';SMto She]:ter, will have to be extensive]_y + analyzed
befot'e a type systela can be sugge:_ted (r'efe_'ence Table
_.5-4).
c. Therr_al Control - The required heat re,]ec_Ion for
the :tanned '_helter phase approximateu 486 KWH. The
_otal _'dlelter capability total--. 296 KWH. This mismatch
was not apparent in the baseline conl'iEn_'atl.on thermal
ana]_sis (see Section 8.3c Gromld Rules) becau,'_e a lower
baseline electrical load was asstmted than t_t which
existed for the electrical load analysi.<: s_r,m%my. The
means of solving the mismatch probably wl.ll re:;alt in a
comb[nat.ion of radiator area increase and water sublim-
ator flow rate increase coupled with the additlon of
subliminator water. For purposes of this report, the
mismatch was solved by the addition o]' sublim_tor
water only (reference 8.5.4d, Life Support). The
additional sublimator water required, using this method,
is 648 pounds. The total water allocated for the water
sublimators (add-on plus baseline) i.s 996 potmds.
d. Life Support - Oxygen -Additional life suppo_ oxygen
is required to support increased EVA activil;y l'c(_nthat
asslmted in the ba,;eline conf Igurat ion (]15 hour,; base-
line capability). The following I;able su.m_rizes the
manned plm.se sh__Iter oxygen requl cements, capabl iI 5y,
and add-on.
Oxygen requl rements:
Fuel Cells - 503 pounds
Metabolic - 56 pounds
Shelter and Airlock Leakage - 70 pounds
EVA (PLSS f"_r 133 hours) - 33 pounds
Total - 662 pounds
Required add-on - 95 pounds
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e. Life Support - Water - Additional life support
water is required to support the increased EVA act[vlty
from that assumed in the baseline configuratlon. The
following table summarizes the preutil[zatlon, checkout,
and manned phase shelter water re_1[rements, capab[lftles,
and add- ons:
WATER CAPABILITY (BASELINE)
Stored at Launch
Chemical Production
Metabolic Recovery
Fuel Cell Production
303 pounds
28 pounds
113 pounds
63___/7pounds
Total 1081 pounds
WATER REQUIRED
Metabolic - 185 pounds
EVA (PLSS - 132 hours) - 265 pounds
Sublimation
Manned Phase - 996 pounds
Preutilization - 3'___/pounds
Total 1483 pounds
Required Add-0n 401 pounds
f. EVA Support - The Shelter baseline configuration
includes one EVA hard suit and accessory components.
The EVA activity and report ground _les require a
fitted hard suit be available for each Shelter crewman.
One EVA hard suit and accessory components are therefore
added to the shelter configuration (reference Table 8.5-4,
EVA Support).
8.6 Significant Problem Areas - The following paragraphs
represent problem areas which appear to be more significant than
the normal problems encountered in mission planning and design.
These problems are limited to airborne considerations of the space-
craft for these lunar landing missions. An attempt to assess the
ground operation and testing problems and procedures was not
attempted during this study.
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8.6.1 Lunar surface staytime and landing site locations
affect the existing Apollo abort criteria for the existing
vehicle capability (CSM_ Taxi) in terms of /kV and plane change
capability. Exacting tradeoffs must be made for the desirability
and methods of increasing IM Taxi EPS and ECS lifetimes for abort
contingencies. ChangLng of the basic Apollo abort criteria to
delete requirements for CSM rescue of IM Taxi must be assessed
by trading off CSM plane chs_uge capability and increased Taxi
ascent stage lifetime. The Shelter/Taxl mission lunar landing
sites must be determined as quickly as possib].e so that specific
location requirements can be levied atainst the mlssions.
8.6.2 The IM Shelter thermal design must be updated to
reflect the increasing manned phase operational requirements.
8.6.3 Cryogenic commodity storage for the Shelter must
be re-investlgated as to system feasibility per the existing
Shelter storage criteria.
8.6.4 Re-evaluation of the Shelter 90-day s_orage require-
ment must be accomplished and decreased, if possible, in order
to enhance the mission f¢_sibillty consistent _Lth present
operational objectives.
8.6.5 Radioisotope Thermoelectric Generator (I_G) inte-
gration and operation during Shelter storage and manned phase
experiment operation must be definitized. This includes usage,
thermal isolation from carriers, lu_r surface deployment,
and abort considerations.
8.6.6 ISSM to Shelter commtmication and navigational prob-
lems must be evaluated and traded off because of the problems
inherent in Lunar line-of-sight due to experimental traverse
d lstances. This line-of-sight problem can also adversely affect
astronaut travel Taxi to Shelter.
8.6.7 LM Shelter and Taxi colmmand system operatlou and
design must be evaluated azd scoped to meet the needs of _:he
presently defined operatlons.
8.6.8 Stringent assessment of the ability of the Shelter
crew to perform the operational and experimental portions of the
lunar exploration missions must be made in terms of equipment,
equipment life, task timelines, and creg training.
.............................. .......................... _ ............................................
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_/.6.9 l,'urt;tier opttmi.zal;i.on of w..£1iele ::y::l;eut_; _md eq)_ip-
liteng in I;eria_ oJ' weight; hand vo-lt_ne im.l_t be provi(led .qo tli_tl; t;he
pr.esent_ly eom'eived operal:ions will be a_.colltp.li_lhc(t. 'i'.|te
_;hell_er and Taxi I,'lightm are e_tch overweighl; by a eon:;iderab;le
marg i n.
(_.6.].0 Tile ilte-t3hods 8._n(1 operatiolm for 12rt::';iv&l:iorl_ _n the
ltumr stt,'t'a.ce, o1' _helt;e r" _;yalzellt:; not rleeded,_mi:_l; b_ cletermi_ncd.
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9. AAP MISSION 25/26/27/28/29
9 1 Mission Plan - This is a low earth (200 n. mi. circu-
lar-506 inclination) orbit mission using AAP Plights 25, 26, 27,
28 and 29. The General Mission Profile and Objectives are given
in the General DNMD, ED-2001.
9.2 Configuration
9.2.1 Flight 25 will consist of the Saturn V launch
vehicle (517) except that tlle S-IVB stage will be non-propul-
sive and outfitted on the ground to make a mission module work-
shop (I_WS). The orbiting payload will be tlle I_4WS with IU, an
LCSM, an AM, and a shortened MI)A. See Figure 9.3.1 for vehicle
configuration, experiment and commodity location, and living
area allocation.
Note: The MDA is descr£bed in paragraph 4.1.9. The AM is
described in paragraph 4.1.7. The 90-day CSM (LCSM) is des-
cribed in paragraph 4.1.2. A preliminary weight summary for
Plight 25 is presented in Table 9._-1.
9.2.2 Flights 26, 28 and 29 will each consist of Saturn IB
laun_-h Vehicles (222, 224 and 225) and a payload of an LCSM with
mission resupply as required.
9.2.3 Plight 27 will consist of a Saturn IB launch vehicle
(223) and a payload consisting of a LM Ascent Stage and a Pro-
ject Thermo Rack. The rack is described in Martin document,
"Experiment Requirements Document, Vol. IX, Zero-G Thermodynam-
ics Experiments." The Configuration Profile is shown in Figure
9.3.3.
9.3 Mission Ground Rules - The ground rules and assump-
tions listed below were used as the guide for defining configura-
tion and requirements of the mission.
9.3.1 The mission module workshop _WS) will be an S-IVB
non-propulsive stage of the S-V vehicle, interfacing between
the S-IX stage and the Instrument Unit (I_. Maximum use of
S-IVB stage structure is desired in order to reduce the costs
associated with a ground outfitted space lab.
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9.3.2 The forward end of the _WS shall provide a minimum
of four docking ports for two LCSMs (CSM with 90 day orbit capa-
bility), LM/Thermo/Rack and an experiment rack. The existing
airlock module (AM) and the shortened Multiple Docking Adapter
(M/)A) shall be utilized.
9.3.3 The MMWS shall be completely outfitted and checked
out prior to launch. On-orblt activation tasks shall thus be
minimized. No passivatlon activities will be requlre_.
9.3.4 The MMWS will provide storag_ capacity, living and
sleeping quarters, exercise areas, laboratory facilities for
conducting experlments, llfe support, and environmental controls
to sustain the crew and equipment for the mission duration.
The interstage area of the MMWS will be used for storage of
expendables and for loca_ion of a power supply. Resupply com-
modities and experiment expendables shall be additionally pro-
vided by the LCSMs as required.
9.3.5 The LCSM from each flight must provide emergency
crew quarters and llfe support provisions during the mission,
and accordingly shall be tested (activated and checked out) a
minimum of every seven days of orbit duration. Thermal control
shall be provided to maintain the LCSM propellants (SPS and
RCS) in a liquid state.
9.3.6 No experiment may be conducted or housed in the
MMWS that would adversely affect full duration crew inhabltance
if a single mode failure occurs.
9.3.7 Meteoroid protection will be afforded for the crew
with protective shielding on the MMWS.
9.3.8 Operational activities and schedules shall give
full consideration to radiation hazards and exposure limits-
t ions.
9.3.9 The IU shall not be considered as an experiment
carrier.
9.3.10 Subsystem connections between the MMWS and other
carriers shall not interfere with rapid hatch openlng/sealing
or the emergency isolation of the LGSM from other on-orbit
hardware.
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9.3.11 Critical subsystem status displays and hazard
monitoring panels for on-orbit carriers shall be included in
both the MMWS and the LCSH.
9.3.12 Temperature and hazard monitoring systems, with
visual and auditory warning devices, shall be available and
used to warn the crew of out-of-tolerance conditions or hazards
on each on-orbit vehicle. The crew can then take appropriate
action if a hazardous condition is identified.
9.3.13 Waste management and disposal systems, exercise,
recreationand personal hygiene facilities shall be available
in the I_S.
9.3.14 There wlll be interface capability for electrical
power, communications, and data interchange between the LCSH
and the I_4WS.
9.3.15 The MMWS shall have a reaction control system.
This MMWS reaction control system shall operate from a command/
watch post in the I_WS.
9.3.16 Gravity gradient stabilization shall be employed
for the cluster to provide attitude control. Corrective
stabilization or repositioning of the cluster, and fine attitude
control during deployment of the H432 experiment (Large Space
Structures) sh_ll be provided by the I_S or LCSM reaction con-
trol systems.
9.3.17 EVAs will be required during the mission; there-
fore, life support EVA umbilical outlets, provisions for PLSS,
and an airlock shall be provided.
9.3.1.8 The llfe support system shall be two-gas, 5.0 pals,
in all carriers except the LCSHS. (3.5 psia oxygen, and 1.5
psia nitrogen). The LCSH will operate normally at 5.0 psia
[00_ 02 .
9.3.19 SH Sector _ volume and other volume made available
in the LCSMs will be utilized for resupply commodity transport
and storage. The use of a resupply module shall also be con-
sidered. Expendables an_ crew support requirements shall be
based on a Flight 25, 26, 28, and 29 LCSM on-orbit time of 90
days each.
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9.3.20 Design and operational requirements shall be con-
strained to permit the three cre_anen to transfer from the MMWS
to the LCSM in an emergency mode within ten ,,inures. Rapid
emergency undock provisions for the LCSM are required. The
LCSM will be capable of remaining in orbit |or up to seven clays
or return cre_n,len to earth withiLl six hours after undocking.
9.3.21 The LCSM power supply shall be deactivated whe.
docked to the btDA and operating on MMWS power.
9.4 Experiments - The t_SA suggested experi,_ents, shown
in the AAP Proposal Guidelines, have been assigned to the
mission carriers as shown in Tables 9.4-3, 9.4-6, 9.4-9, 9.4-12,
and 9.4-15.
9.5 Analysis Results - The exist£ng capability of all
mission elements was assessed and compared with projected mis-
sion requirements. The result of this assessmellt ks sunu,arized
in the following paragraphs. Only those system areas where
significant problems,(capability versus requirement) wer,: iden-
tified are discussed.
9.5.1 Mission Module Workshop - All of the MMWS require-
ments for the mission duration must be provided as a basic
capability, because a baseline configuration does not exist.
These requirements are sun_aarized as follows. Note: Mission
RCS requirements will be provided by the LCSMs.
Electrical Power - MMWS operations require 5 KW
energy average with ability to sustain a short peak load of
9 KW. The method of power generation was not selected for the
mission. The estimated weight of a radioisotope powered closed
Brayton cycle system was used for this report. (Tables 9.4-1
and 9.4-2.) Three Nicad batteries were also provided with a
capability for emergencies of i0 minutes operation. The power
system was tentatively located outside of the crew living areas.
Data Manag_nent and Contmunications - The following
type equipment is required for MMWS data management and communi-
cation (weight in po_ulds):
Model 301 PCM
Model 270 Multiplexer (2)
Model 410 Multiplexer (3)
ASAP Recorder
AM Timer
Command Matrix Relay
Data Switch
27.2
42.2
45.0
50.2
22.1
8.2
4.0
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Guidance an_ Control - MMWS G & C equipment required
for auxiliary attitude _ontrol for the mission is a three-axis
_VcO ,%sseml_]_¥ (50 lbs) _nnd slf;n,%l processing, e]eeBronles (5o 1]_s).
Environmental Control and Life Support - The MMWS
EC & LS requirements for the mission duration can be solved by
addition of the following COlumodities and equipment. Storage
and tankage arc not included in the given weights (wc_ighl; in po,tntls).
Oxygen (,370
Nitrogen 4800
Water 8640
Food 2160
Personal Hygiene
Supplies [080
Molecular Sieves (3) 180
Waste Systems (2) 200
Waste Storage (I0) 200
Fans (12) 120
Li OH Reserve (2) 188
Air Ducts
Cooling System 6 KW
(Radiator Area 275 ft 2) 600
EVA expendables 02,
LiOH, Propellants 180
Miscellaneous Other Systems -Systems such as displays
and controls, hazard warning, and other M_S crew support sys-
tems were not provided to satisfy mission requirements. These
systems, for purposes of mission feasibility, were assu,|ed to
exist in term of growth weights.
9.5.2 Mission LCSMS (Flights 25, 26, 28, and 29) -The
mission requirements, per flight LCSM, are satisfied by the
baseline LCSM capability except for RCS propellants. The
following RCS propellant requirements were assumed and provided
in LCSM weights for purposes of this mission feasibility assess-
ment (weigh5 in pounds).
Flight 25 988
Flight 26 2453
Flight 28 1713
Flight 29 1713
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9.5.3 Fli_ht 27 - The Flight 27 carrier capability is not
sufficient in the following areas. System add-ons have been
provided for purposes of this report.
Data Manasement - Project Thermo requires tile follow-
ing type add-on equipment to the rack (wei_,)lh in pomlds).
Model 301 PCM
Model 270 Multiplexer (3)
Model 410 Multiplexer (1)
Video Recorder
ATM Type Timer
27.2
63.6
15.0
35.6
22.0
Propulsion _ - Project Thermo acceleration requirements
will have to be provided by the LCSM RCS or by a new RCS system
added to the experiment rack. A propellant estimate of 4200 pomlds
based on existing equipment was assumed for this report
Electrical Power - Additional power capability must
be added to the flight to support the LCSM during Project Thermo
performance.
9.6 Problem Areas - The following types of problmns must
be solved before the feasibility ot this type of mission can be
assured,
9.6.1 Selection of a Method of Power Generation for Lon_
Duration Missions.
9.6.2 Selection of Methods for Maintenance of Astronaut
Condition and Physical Fitness for Lon_ Duration Zero-G Missions.
9.6.3 Qptimization i)f The Experiment Payload for This
Type of Mission Such as the Addition of Experiments Such as
APP "A" or APP "B".
9.6.4 Integration of Pro|ect Thermo so that Experiment
and Operational Requirements are Compatible in Terms of Crew
l
Effect, Propulsion Au_nentation_ Attitude Control, Mission
Safety. Mission Carrier and Experiment Geometry, and Power
Provision.
9.6.5 Selection of a Thermal Control System That Can
Operate Continuously with High Reliability and Low Maintenance
For the Mission Duration.
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9.6.6 Selection of Methods for Storin_ alld Malntalt!ing
Co,_unodities for the Long Duration Mission.
9.6.7 Selection of a MMWS Design Most Compatible with Crew
and Other Operational Requlr_ents.
9.6.8 Incorporation of EMR Experiments Into the MMWS. This
Exper_lent Has Not Been Successfully Arranged Qn or Ill the ?_S
Carrier.
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATiON
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I0. AAP MISSION 30/31/32/33/34
i0.1 Mission Plan - This is a low earth (220 n.ml. circu-
lar-50 ° inc|.inatio, 0 orbit mission using AAP vehlcle,'_ 30, 31, 32,
33, and 34 and having the missiou objectives and genera[ mi._;.'_ion
profile as given in the General DRUID, Document ED-200I.
i0.2 Configuration
i
10.2.1 Flight 30 uses the basic Saturn V cow,figuration
except that the S-IVB stage is nonpropulsive and will be out-
fitted on the ground into a mission module workshop (b_iWS). The
orbiting payload will be the MMWS-2 with IU, an LCSM, an AM,
and a shortened MDA, and has the same configuratiot_ as vehicle
517 shown in Figure 9.3.1. The MDA is described i,l paragraph
4.1.9. The AM is described in paragraph 4.1.7. The 90-day CSM
(LCSM) is described in paragraph 4.1.2.
10.2.2 Flights 31, 33 told 34 are Saturn I-B launcl], ve-
hicles each with a payload of an LCSM with resuLJply as required.
10.2.3 Flight 32 is Saturn I-B launch vehicle (227) with
an orbiting payload of an LCSM and an experiment carrier rack as
described in 4.1.6.
10.3 Mission Ground Rules - The ground rules and assump-
tions listed below were used in defining configuration and re-
quirements of the mission.
10.3.1 The mission module workshop (_fl_S) will be an
S-IVB non-propulsive stage of the S-V vehicle, interfacing be-
tween the S-II stage and the Instrument Unit (IU). Maximum use
of S-IVB stage structure is desired in order to reduce the costs
associated with a ground outfitted space lab.
10.3.2 The forward end of the _WS shall provide a mini-
mum of four docking ports for two LCSMs (CSM with 90-day orbit
capability) and a rack. The existing airlock module (AM) and
the shortened Multiple Docking Adapter (_A) shall be utilized.
10.3.3 The MMWS shall be completely outfitted and checked
out prior to launch. On-orbit activation tasks shall thus be
minimized. No passivation activities will be required.
[ ENVER DIVISION
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10.3.4 Primary crew living quarter (shirtsleeve condi-
tions), life support pmovisions, and storage for expendables
for a 360-day mission shall be provided in the MMWS. However,
resupply of commodities and expendables shall be in accordance
with 10.3.20, _md emergency iprovisions sH_LI], a_so _)_._[ii _.ccordance
with 10.3 '_• L,._. •
10.3.5 The LCSM from each flight must provide emergency
crew quarters and life support during the mission, and accord-
ingly shall be tested (activated ai_d checked out) a minimum of
every seven days of orbit duration. Thermal control shall be
provided to maintain the LCSM propellants (SPS and RCS) in a
liquid state.
10.3.6 The MMWS will provide storage capacity, living
and sleeping quarters, exercise areas, laboratory facilities
for conducting experiments, life support and environmental con-
trois to sustain the crew and equipment for the mission duration.
The interstage area of the MMWS will be used for storage of ex-
pendables and for location of a power supply.
10.3.7 No experiment may be conducted or housed in the
MMWS that would adversely affect full duration crew inhabitance
if a single mode failure occurs.
10.3.8 Meteoroid protection will be afforded for the crew
with protective shielding on the MMWS.
10.3.9 Operational activities and schedules shall give
full consideration to radiation hazards and exposure limitations.
10.3.10 The IU shall not be considered as an experiment
carrier.
10.3.11 Subsystem connections between the MMWS and other
carriers shall not interfere with rapid hatch opening/sealing
or the emergency isolation of the LCSM from other on-orbit hard-
ware.
10.3.12 Critical subsystem status displays and hazard
monitoring panels for on-orbit carriers shall be included in
both the MMWS and the LCSM.
10.3.13 Waste management and disposal syst_is, exercise,
recreation, and personal hygiene facilities shall be available
in the _fl_WS.
MARTIN MARIETTA (;ORPORATIOlil
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10.3.14 There will be interface capability [or electrlcal
power, co_muunications, and data interchange between the I_CSM
and the _IWS.
10,3.15 The MMWS shall have a reaction control system.
This MMWS reaction control system shall operate from a command/
watch post in the MM-_S.
10.3.16 Gravity gradient stabilization sha_l be employed
for the cluster to prov_ide attitude control. Corrective stabil-
ization or repositioning of the cluster, and fine attitude con-
trol during deployment oJ the M432 experiment (Large Space
Structures) shall be provided by the MMWS or LCSM reaction
control systems.
10.3.17 The life support system shall be two gas, 5.0
psia, in all carriers except the LCSMs. (3.5 psia oxygen, and
1.5 psia nitrogen.) The LCSM will operate normally at 5.0 psia
100% O 2 .
10.3.18 Sector I volume in the LCSMs may be utilized for
conuuodity transport and resupply articles. The use of a resupply
module shall be considered also. Expendables and crew support
requirements shall be based on the following:
Flight 30 LCSMs on-orbit time: 90 days.
Flight 31, 32, 33 and 34 LCSMs: 70 days.
10.3.19 Design and operational requirements shall be con-
strained to permit the three cre_nen to transfer from the MMWS
to the LCSM in an emergency mode within ten minutes. Rapdd
emergency undock provisions for the LCSM are required. The LCSM
will be capable of remaining in orbit for up to seven days or
return crewmen to earth within six hours after undocking.
10.3.20 The LCSM power supply will be deactivated when
docking to the MI)A is completed and after MMWS power is avail-
able.
10.4 Experiments - The NASA suggested experiments, shown
in the AAP Proposal Guidelines, have been assigned to the mission
carriers as shown in Tables 10.4-3, 10.4-6, 10.4-9, 10.4-12, and
10.4-15. The Tables show the experiment to be performed during
each flight, launch location , and estimated experiment weights.
10-3
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10.5 Ana!ysis Results - The existing capability of all
mission elements was assessed and compared with projected mis-
sion requirements. The result of this assessment is su_uarized
in the following paragraphs. Only those system areas where
significant problems, capability versus requirement, were iden-
tified are discussed.
10.5.1 Mission Module Workshop - All of the MMWS require-
merits for tile mission duration must be provided as a basic capa-
bility because a baseline configuratit_n does not exist. These
requirements are sununarized in the following paragraphs. Mission
RCS requirements will be provided by the LCSMs.
Electrical Power - MMWS operations require 5 kw
energy average with ability to sustain a short peak load of
9 kw. The method of power generation was not selected for the
mission. The estimated weight of a radioisotope powered closed
Brayton cycle system was used for this report. (See Tables
10.4-1 and 10.4-2). Three Nicad batteries were also provided,
for contingencies, with a capability of I0 minutes duration.
The power system was tentatively located outside of the crew
living area.
Data Management and Communications - The follow-
ing type equipment is required for MMWS data management and
communications. (weight i.n pound_)
Model 301PCM 27.2
Model 270 Multiplexer (2) 42.2
Model 410 Multiplexer (3) 45.0
ASAP Recorder 50.2
AM Timer 22.1
Command Matrix Relay 8.2
Data Switch 4.0
Guidance and Control - MMWS G & C equipment re-
quired for auxiliary attitude control for the mission is a
three-axis gyro assembly (30 ibs) and signal processing electron-
ics (5o ibs).
Environmental Control and Life Support - The bfl_WS
EC & LS requirements for the mission duration can be solved by
sddition of the following commodities and equipment. Storage
and tankage are not included in the given weights. (weigl_t in pounds)
MARTIN lifARIETI'A OORPORATIOI_!
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Oxygen 6370
Nitrogen 4800
14ater 8640
Food 2160
Personal Hygiene Supplies 1080
Molecular Sieves (3) 180
Waste Systems (2) 200
Waste Storage (i0) 200
Fans (12) 120
LiOH Reserve (2) ]88
Air Ducts ..
Cooling System 6 KW
(Radiator Area 275 ft 2) 600
EVA expendables 02,
LiOH, Propellants 180
Miscellaneous Other Systems - Systems such as
displays and controls, hazard warning, and other MNWS crew
support systems were not provided to satisfy mission req_ire-
ments. These systems, for purposes of mission feasibiliLy,
were assumed to exist in terms of growth weight.
10.5.2 Mission LCSMs (Flights 30, 31, 32, 33, and 34) -
The mission requirements, per flight LCSM, are satisfied by the
baseline LCSM capability except for RCS propellants. The follow-
ing RCS propellant requirements were assumed and provided in
LCSM weights for purposes of this mission feasibility assessment.
(weight in polmds)
Flight 30 988
Flights 31, 33, and 34 1713
Flight 32 1804
10.6 Problem Areas - The problem areas for this mission
are generally described, as applicable, in paragraph 9.6 of this
report.
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ii. AAP MISSION 37
ii.I Mission Plan - The interplanetary misslou (Voyager)
primary objective is to obtain scientific data on Mars. It con-
sists of six (6)basic flight operations as sho_ in tile General
DR_fl), FX)-2001. These operations are discussed in the following
sub-paragraphs.
ii.i.I Launch and Parking Orbit Operations - The S-V (Ve-
hicle 37) first and second stage will lift the interplanetary
payload to an altitude of approximately 114 miles, followed by
an initial burn on the S-IVB stage for payload insertion into a
low-earth parking orbit• While in this parking orbit the for-
ward portion of the shroud i:_ jettisoned.
11.1.2 Transmars Traiectory - The S-IVB stage will be re-
started after the earth parking orbit to provide necessary
velocity for an interplanetary transfer trajectory to Mars.
While accomplishing the interplanetary injection, the IU pro-
vide:; all conm_and functions, including a sequenced separation
of the payload, which is two planetary vehicles.
11.1,3 Midcouree Corrections - During the Mars tr;_jectory,
the two Planetary Vehicles perform independent midcourse maneu-
vers to achieve proper Mars approaches• Midcourse corrections
will be programmed so that one vehicle will arrive near Mars
approximately 8 days later than the other. Transit cruise time
for both will take over a month.
11.1.4 Insertion into Mars Orbit - The large rocket motor
on each Planetary Vehicle will be fired to inject the vehicles
in different elliptical orbits about Mars ( periapsis 300- to
900-mi; apoapsis 6,000- to 12,000-mi). The velocity change
for orbit injection will be on the order of 6,500 ft/sec.
11.1.5 Entry and Landin_ - After several days surveillance
in the Martian orbit, landing operations will be coaducted. At
an altitude of approximately 800,000 ft, the dcsceut/]andLug
capsule will be separated from the orbiting carrier, ballistically
decelerated with a retrorocket for a proper surface impact tra-
jectory, and deorbited into the Mars atmosphere.
Aerodynamic drag will slow the capsule from 15,000 ft/sec
to 1,000 ft/sec by the time the capsule has descended to about
15,000 ft altitude. Retropulsion and/or parachute will then re-
tard the capsule veolcity to about 15 fps at touchdown. Total
descent time from the 800,000 ft entry to the Martian surface
will take about five minutes. The two surface laboratories will
MARTIN MAi_I_,,,___RATION
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conduct experiments on the Martlan surface for only a few days
but each orbiter spacecraft will remain in Mars orbit conducting
scientific experiments for a duration of about a year.
11.2 Ground Rules
a,
The interplanetary flight module (Voyager) sys-
tem will be specifically designed for the mis-
sion. Accordingly, subsystem capab[litles,
experiment integration, communicatlons, daLa
management, and special support equipment
definitions will be accomplished by the age,cy/
contractor responsible for the Voyager program.
The integration of the Voyager interplanetary
payload tO the S-V space vehicle, and associated
interface activities between this payload and
S-IVB/IU stages shall be the extent of the AAP
Payload Integrator role.
b,
The interplanetary payload shall not require any
structural changes to the S-V vehicle, except
for a new shroud. Changes to the IU shall be
limited to minor programmer and data llnk mod-
Iflcatlons associated with the Voyager mission,
and for reradiatlng payload radio signals via
RF links prior to separation of the planetary
vehicles.
C. The interplanetary payload envelope shall he
compatible with existing launch complex 39
facilifles. Specialized grouud equipment and
adapters for the payload, such as sterilization
and handling, shall be independent of AAP, and
compatible with baseline S-V equipment.
de The flight 37 launch period shall be 30 days
or more and the daily firing window one hour
or more, which is compatible with S-V baseline
launch operations.
e. The S-V launch vehicle and planetary payload
will have physical power, RF, signal, and
environmental control interfaces. These inter-
faces shall_only be at: (a) the points where
the planetazy vehicle adapters are attached to
the shroud; (b) the coupler antenna on the
shroud for reradiating payload radio signals;
MARTIN MARIETTA OORPORATION
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and (c) the actual connectors on interconnt_,ct-
ing electrical umbilical cables, for which
specific locations are presently unidentified.
11.3 Configuration- F.ig. 11.3 shows Flight 37 planetary
payload. Figure 11.3-3 illustrates one of the two identical
Planetary Vehicles contained in the S-V payload cnveh_pe.
As explained in paragraph Ii.i, each Planetary vehicle is
separated in Martian orbit into the Orbiter Spacecraft (Fig.
11.3-4) and the Descent/Landing Capsule (Fig. 11.3-5). The
actual hardware soft-landed on Mars is tile Surface Lab illus-
trated in Fig. 11.3-6.
11.4 Carrier Capabilities- The interplanetary launch
capability is approximately 60,000 pounds. The 60,000 Ib Flight
37 (Voyager) weight allocation contains a growth factor of
approximately L,000 lb.
Table 11.4-1 shows the weight breakdown for the mission.
Existing allocations for carriers in this payload are shown in
Table 11.4-2. Table 11.4-3 presents the mission experimental
payload in terms of location and weight.
11.5 Flight 37 Problem Areas - As defined in paragraph
ll.2aGround Rules, the Payload Integrator's role will be limited
to interface activities between the interplanetary payload
(Voyager) and the S-V space vehicle. The payload fairing
(shroud) design and its interface control is also included in
responsibilities of the Voyager program. Identification of
modifications to the IU and interface control between the IU
and the payload module will therefore represent the primary
AAP Integrator's tasks.
Accordingly, no major problem areas exist for the experi-
ment allocations to respective interplanetary vehicles, the
vehicle subsystems capabilities versus requirements, or for
conm_odity and expendables, since all activities being completed
by Voyager are applicable to, and are required for, the AAP
Mission 37.
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TABLE 11.4-2
PLANETARY VEHICLE MAJOR CO_ONENT.. WE IGI[TS.
Component
Qrbitef Spacecraft_ Total
Orbiter Module
Engineering Mechanics
Telecommunications
Guidance and Control
Power
Science
Contingency
2,300
775
340
250
535
400
200
Descent/Landing Capsule a Total
Capsule Bus
Pre-entry Equipment
Engineering Mechanics* 860
De-Orbit Propulsion 415
Entry and Landing Equipment
Engineering Mechanics* 1,015
Telecommunications 15
Guidance and Control 180
Power 90
Propulsion 565
Surface Laboratory
Engineering Mechanics* 250
Telecommunications 70
Guidance and Control 25
Power 215
Science • 300
Contingency
1,275
1,865
3,140
860
1,000
*Structural, thermal control, cabling and mechanism.
Wt, Lb
2,500
5,000
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TABLE 11.4-3
EXPERIMF.NT LIST FOR FLIGHT #37
FLIGHT CAPSULE E_ERIMENT SYSTEMS
Surface Laboratory System Experiments
Scan T. V.
Atmospheric Measurements
Spec tro-Rad iomet er
Alpha-Scattering
Gas Chromatograph and Mass Spectro.
Specific Life Detectors
Particle Counters
Science Sample Acquisition and Process
Entry Package Experiments
Entry T. V.
Triad Acceleromet er
Pressure Transducers (2)
Temperature Probe (2)
Mass Spectrometer
Radio Meter-Analytical
X-Ray Densitometer
Radar Altimeter
FLIGHT SPACECRAFT SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS
Flight T. V.
Magnetometer-Helium
-Triaxial Fluxgate
Plasma Probe
Microwave Radiometer
I. R. Radiometer
Ionization Chamber
Geiger Mueller Counters (i0)
R. F. Occulation
NOTE: Total Net Weight - 219 Pounds
Total Gross Weight - 372 Pounds
11-6
WeLght (Pounds)_
Net Mo,,nt ii_g
20 II
5 5
6 5
10 7
15 9
l 2
2 2
30 14
20 II
6 5
2 2
0 1
4 4
2 2
20 Ii
I0 7
14 9
7 6
5 4
i0 7
22 12
3 3
1 i
2 2
Unk Unk
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ATTITUDE CONTROL 
GAS JET (TYPICAL) 
ELECTRONICS & SCIENCE 
c o m A R n m s  
COMMJXICATIONS 
PRESSURlZATION & 
ATMOSPKERIC ENTRY 
DIAMETER - - - 19 FT 
WEIGHT - - - - 5000 I;B 
HEIGHT - - - - 6 F T  
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